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I hierarchy n.
A group of persons or things organized into successive ranks
or grades with each level subordinate to the one above:1

1https://www.thefreedictionary.com/hierarchy
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I hierarchy n.
I ordering n.

A sequence or arrangement of successive things2

2https://www.thefreedictionary.com/ordering
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I hierarchy n.
I ordering
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Motivation

Here are the parameters necessary to accurately predict the
oscillation probability of a neutrino through matter.

I Oscillation parameters
I The number of electrons in the neutrino’s path
I Energy of the neutrino
I Flavor of the neutrino
I Neutrino Mass Ordering (NMO)

P3νm(νµ → νµ) ' 1− sin22θ23cos
2θm13sin
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)
−someotherterms
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Motivation: number of electrons in path
Requires knowledge of the following:

I The matter density of the Earth
I The distance travelled through the Earth

I → known by neutrino direction

Figure: Parametrization of electrons in path using the Earth
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Motivation: neutrino flavor
The flavor of a neutrino is defined by the interaction it induces.

I Type of product particles
I Energies and directions of product particles
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Motivation: neutrino energy

The neutrino energy affects the following outcomes:
I The size of the event in the detector (PMT positions)
I The number of γcherenkov
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Motivation

Neutrino interaction events are currently categorized "track-like"
and "shower-like". This categorization helps us distinguish
between events producing muons, and other neutrino events.
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So what?
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Features
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Arrival time PDFs
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NPE yield
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